
 

 

Minutes of the Plenaire Vergadering (11) of the FSR FMG  

Faculty Student Council of the Faculty of Social and behavioral sciences 

Date: 20th of October 2019 

Location: B2.11 

Present FSR ’19-’20: 

 

Alexandra Rosca, Birgit Peters, Minou De Rosa Silvera, Teun 

Prins, Marc Janvier-Olsen, Viktoriia Akhankova, Ana Mar 

Kreutzenbeck Pérez, Artem Gryshchenko, Siddharth Jethwani, 

Tom Flipse. Michael Sivolap 

Absent FSR ’19-20: Nadya Manuputty.  

Minutes: Robin van den Hoek 

 

Concept agenda 

1. Opening  

2. Announcements  

3. Setting the concept minutes  

4. Action Points  

5. Mail  

6. Updates  

7. Setting the agenda 

8. Topic 1: ODC Meetings 

9. Topic 2: HST  

10. Topic 3: OV Questions  

11. Topic 4: Council Activity  

12. Topic 5: Vision on Teaching and Learning  

12. Topic 6: Boundless Curiosity  

13. Any other business 

14. Points for the CSR 

15. Points for the Media 

16. Questions and Closing  
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1. Opening  

Alex opens the meeting at 11:01.  

 

2. Announcements  

• Teun has to leave earlier because he has an exam.  

• Nadya is absent today.  

 

3. Setting the concept minutes  

Comments from Birgit and Artem will be taken into account when setting the minutes of PV10.  

 

4. Action Points  

The action list is updated.  

 

5. Mail  

Strategyday FMG → 11th of February, council members don’t have their course schedules yet. 

Robin will reply that an FSR representative will come, in the beginning of January we will have 

to check who will go.  

191120-1: Alex will reply to Els regarding the strategyday 11/2.  

 

Hahae would like to know when the result announcements of the next student council elections 

should be held. The FSR FMG is in favor of option 1.  

191120-2: Robin will reply to Hahae regarding the student council election dates.  

 

Invitation Diversity & Inclusion lunch 28 November 2019  

➔ O&F committee talked about it.  

➔ 191120-3: All council members check of they can go to the diversity & inclusion 

lunch(es) for the 28th of November and the rest of the year. (If you’re able to go, sign 

yourself up).  

 

Inwerkperiode SR'en 2019-2020: TAQT trainingen 

➔ When will the 3rd TAQT training (presentation) be? 

➔ Preference for after the Christmas holidays. 

➔ 191120-4: Sid will make a When2meet for the TAQT training (for January and 

February).  

 

6. Updates  

Update chair 

The second DB meeting with OR took place this Monday. The topics discussed included HST, 

Budget Collaboration and Diversity Regulations for UvA Staff. The OR HST update will be 
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included in the strategy document. Upon appointing a new committee chair, the OR decided to 

ask for an extension for consent. A more detailed update on this will follow in the PV. 

On Tuesday I will attend one more meeting with Richard with regards to HST. The result of 

that meeting will be discussed in the preparatory meeting and later on added to our strategy 

document.  

 

Update O&F Committee 

The meeting starts, as always, with updates on the current files. Hereby, diversity and students 

involvement (even though it belongs to the other committee) had made some progress; the 

diversity working group meeting on the one hand (see update I sent last week), and the meeting 

with FV-FMG + Annette on the other hand (working on a student activity certificate). 

Concerning our own initiatives, everyone has the task for the next meeting to come up 

with ideas. Hereby, it is important to not depend on external actors (e.g. Green Office or My 

Body My Rights) in order to realise something.  

In the end, Birgit presents her strategy document, which we also discussed in the PV 

later.  

 

Update E&C Committee 

The committee discussed student involvement and decided to use the input we gathered during 

the DoR in a survey about this issue. All the members will come up with themes/questions so 

we can finish and spread the survey as soon as possible.  The committee had a discussion about 

till wat extend we should aim to have online lectures at the faculty. Nadya and Tom will discuss 

the matter more intensively next week (after the OV) and write a meeting piece.  

  

Update on Panel group Vision on Teaching and learning 

During the round table discussion three themes were discussed: digitalization (1), student 

involvement (2) and the decrease of applications of Dutch students at the faculty (3).  

1.     It was often stressed by attendees of the discussion that digitalization should be a 

mean to create better education, not a goal in itself. Also, digital education shouldn’t 

replace face to face education. Digitalization should be used to tackle problems 

considering work pressure, quality of education and accessibility.  

2.     The members want to create more student involvement by giving students the 

opportunity to personalize their own program with input at for example seminars. The 

faculty also thinks that involvement can be increased by supporting students to do 

projects that help the society.  

3.     Members of the panel group decided that UvA’s reputation as a chaotic university 

is not helping with attracting Dutch students. There was a lot of discussion about how 

the faculty should sell itself.  

 

7. Setting the agenda  

The agenda is set without any changes.  

 

8. Topic 1: ODC Meetings (phase: discussion/ decision) 
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The council is updated on the topics that should be included in the agenda for the ODC meeting. 

The ODC meetings need to be scheduled within the next two weeks. There are a few topics that 

the DB wants the ODC’s to bring up during the meetings.  

• Course evaluations: E&C is invested in course evaluations, we want to find a way to 

increase efficiency of course evaluations.  

• Housing: is this an issue in domains other than social sciences as well? Teun and Birgit 

add: we should not only discuss the full lecture halls, but also the clustering of the 

tutorial rooms. Teun/Birgit will send the rest of the council a meeting piece on this.  

• Online lectures (check DB minutes).  

• Student versus teacher accountability. Teun fears that by forcing teachers to stick to 

deadlines rigidly, the quality of feedback would deteriorate. Ana Mar thinks that the 

FSR does not have any solutions to this problem (yet), but it could be important to bring 

this to the ODC, since the discrepancy between accountability for students and teachers 

is quite demotivating for students. Birgit stresses that this should happen in a friendly 

way.  

• Introducing cultural trainings for the UvA employees (because of the Turkish student 

discrimination incident). It’d be nice to give the OWI’s a heads up on our ideas and get 

their opinion.  

• Birgit is planning on asking Richard about the EC’s that Political science students are 

receiving for their council work (and students from other programs are not receiving).  

 

191120-5: Sid (diversity / accountability) and the fileholders for course evaluations, housing, 

online lectures will write meeting pieces for the ODC’s (at least 2 days before the ODC 

meetings).  

191120-6: Artem will set up (invite) the ODC communication science.  

 

9. Topic 2: HST (phase: Orientation/Decision) 

The council is updated by Alex on the developments regarding HST.  

First commitment: the University will be able to get more funding if HST gets the nature 

label. In order to get the nature label, this bachelor needs to comprise of a lot of technical 

courses. The bachelor will (among other courses) include 42 EC for data sciences and 30 EC 

for humanities / social sciences. As a council, we need to consider whether this content is 

appropriate. It could be a ‘rescue means’ for a faculty like FMG, because the government (van 

Rijn report) is planning on giving less money to the social sciences. Teun agrees that more data 

sciences is not necessarily a bad idea. But note: any FMG student that is not an HST student 

will not profit from the extra income. Alex: we should focus on another perspective: do we 

want the content of HST to focus on social sciences or on data sciences? Artem: we will still 

have budget cuts, but van Rijn will probably not affect the FMG that much in the next coming 

years. Alex: HST will probably not get the nature label; if that is the case,  we will get a request 

for consent again.  
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Birgit: do we have enough information to have a well-informed vote? Tom: we will 

have a meeting on the learning trajectories this afternoon, and tomorrow we will get some more 

information during the OV. Alex does not think we have a lot of information, but this is 

understandable since it will take a long time before HST will start.   

Ana mar: it is not fair to the faculty office to say that they have to focus less on 

information science, when they are hoping for a nature label. Why don’t they (put more focus 

on data science and) bring HST under FNWI? Tom: if it will be under FMG, we can ensure that 

social sciences will be woven into the bachelor program in the best way. Teun: having HST in 

the FMG might have the negative effect that it will not be as good in data science (quality of 

education). Sid: HST could have a separate area (like PPLE), they will operate on a different 

housing scheme and we could avoid problems like ISW is encountering. Birgit has a practical 

point: for our own teachers it will be better to have HST here, so our teachers won’t have to 

travel that much. Having their own building like PPLE would be too elitist.  

Minou: the idea was that that we will ‘borrow’ teachers from existing departments, so 

the idea that quality of education on one of the sciences would be worse is not correct. Sid 

agrees with Minou. Artem thinks having HST under the FMG will be in our interest, since it 

will be better applied and interesting to (and attract) new students. Alex: so we should make 

sure social sciences is well integrated in the curriculum. Social science theories should be 

leading in how the curriculum is designed. Mike: maybe we should structure the proposed 

commitment in a different way. More social science not as in ‘more social courses’ but as in: 

social sciences should be integrated into every course more.  

 

Second commitment: impossible to have this commitment already, but should happen before 

the enrolment of the first students to ensure that students graduate with certain possibilities 

afterwards. The faculty office cannot make concrete agreements right now, that is 

understandable.  

 

Third commitment: staffing for HST. We want to have a clear overview of people that will be 

hired, and housing should be taken into account. HST should learn from the problems at ISW. 

Realistically speaking, the HST building will not be ready in the next 2 years. We can ask for 

a housing commitment, but that would be a longterm commitment. Tom told the FSR not to 

worry about housing.   

Minou; HST could end up in the same situation as ISW, or they could make better 

agreements. In the last case, Minou would not get why it would work for HST and why ISW 

would be disadvantaged. How will HST prevent having high teacher turnover when they are 

using the same process (taking teachers from existing UvA bachelors)? Minou wonders if 

agreements between departments will be formalised, Alex would like to know this too. And 

what about the concerns of the OR about teachers not getting any compensation for their 

research activities? How are teacher contracts of importance for the students (and FSR)? It is 
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relevant because this will affect quality of education, but we should not go too much into detail 

on teacher contracts.  

 

Temperature check: The FSR FMG is in favour of sending out a conditional consent on the 

development of the new bachelor Humans, Society and Technology.  

 

The council will gather more information and vote on the request for consent right after the OV 

of 21/11. Artem will not be there, so Artem will delegate his vote to Alex.  

 

10. Topic 3: OV Questions (phase: Orientation) 

The council is given the opportunity to discuss the OV preparation meeting and clarify any 

doubts that may have come about during the session. There were not a lot of council members 

present, but the absent council members did read the minutes.  

Speakers: Robin made a table on who is first / second speaker and whether other council 

members are allowed to step in on a discussion. All speakers can decide this for themselves for 

‘their’ subjects.  

Policy plan: Minou would like to know about the contemplation rooms, Alex would like 

to know about social safety trainings for staff. Alex asks council members to check the policy 

plan again and to mention in the group chat what we want to know furthermore.  

Sid will bring the papers for the paper system, we will use post-its.  

 

Tomorrow we meet at 13:15 in the office. The OV will be 13:45-15:45, 15:45-16:00 we will 

have the HST voting in the office.  

 

11. Topic 4: Council Activity (phase: Opinion) 

The council is informed of the decision to have the council activity on December 8th between 

16:00 – 20:00 by Sid. There is a budget of around 100 euros for this activity. Temperature 

check: the FSR is in favour of using a part of the budget for this activity.  

 

12. Topic 5: Vision on Teaching and Learning (phase: Orientation) 

The council is updated by Tom about the meeting with the Rector concerning the Vision on 

Teaching and Learning. The dean and program directors were there as well. Discussed were the 

topics Digitalization, student involvement and the decrease of application of Dutch students 

and increase of applications of international students. The total number of students is still 

increasing.  

 Discussion at the vision on teaching and learning meeting: should we decide on 

strategies for the whole faculty, or from out of every program? Digitalization should be a means 

to achieve better education. The discussion should be revolved around the improvement of 

education, decreasing work pressure on teachers, etc.  
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We as the FSR could use the ideas that were mentioned in this meeting: we could take 

ideas to the ODC’s. It’s nice to be informed about what the decision makers of the UvA want, 

so we could adjust our advices accordingly (if necessary).  

 

12. Topic 6: Boundless Curiosity (Confidential) 

The council is informed about developments surrounding strategic plans by Artem. This topic 

is confidential.  

 

13. Any other business 

Mikes position in the council is discussed.  

 

14. Points for the CSR 

Not discussed.  

 

15. Points for the Media 

Not discussed.  

 

16. Questions and Closing  

Alex closes the meeting at 13:43.  

Action list 

191120-1: Alex will reply to Els regarding the strategyday 11/2.  

191120-2: Robin will reply to Hahae regarding the student council election dates.  

191120-3: All council members check of they can go to the diversity & inclusion lunch(es) for 

the 28th of November and the rest of the year. (If you’re able to go, sign yourself up). 

191120-4: Sid will make a When2meet for the TAQT training (for January and February).  

191120-5: Sid (diversity / accountability) and the fileholders for course evaluations, housing, 

online lectures will write meeting pieces for the ODC’s (at least 2 days before the ODC 

meetings).  

191120-6: Artem will set up (invite) the ODC communication science.  

191113-2: Ana Mar writes an announcement for Amsterdam United and our own social media 

to reach students with a bicultural background. 

191113-5: Artem will check if a CSR member is going to the quality agreements training (LOF). 

If someone is, he will send the minutes of the meeting to the FSR. 

191106-3: Teun and Birgit will ask Tom Verhoek whether the problem with double room 

bookings (due to the use of two different applications) can be solved. 

191106-7: Ana Mar emails the study associations after the DoR on whether students are using 

the rooms booked by the associations for studying for exam weeks. (If it it is necessary Robin 

will email Sterre on whether the FSR can book rooms for students as well.) 

191030-3: Tom will contact Emma on a possible meeting (cc Robin and Alex). 
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191030-10: Birgit and Teun write a concrete document on what the ODC’s should ask the 

OWI’s regarding the clustering of rooms (guidelines on how to bring it up and what to get out 

of the discussion). 

191014-10: The PR taskforce sends the hoodies to the printing company by the 4th of 

November the latest. 

191014-13: O&F committee look into the contracts with Cormet (result of policy plan). 

191007-3: Nadya and Ana Mar discuss the effect of the changes at Psychology on the budget 

of the FMG. 

191007-10: Nadya and Teun schedule the appointments for ’19-’20 with the programme 

directors for the ODC Psychology. 

191007-11: Teun and Tom schedule the appointments for ’19-’20 with the programme directors 

for the ODC POW. 

 

 


